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- STL - St. Louis
  - SGOV - Vice Chancellor Advancement
    - SUNP - College and Units
    - SREL - College & Units
  - SUACM - University Campaign
    - SDEVOFF - Development Office
    - SUCAMPGN - University Campaign
  - SUADM - Univ Advancement Adm
    - SGRNDOPR - Grand Center Operations
    - SUAADM - UA-Administration
  - SMRTK - University Adv Marketing
    - SUNCOMM - University Communications
    - SUEVENT - University Events
    - SPRINTING - Printing Services
    - SGRAPHIC - Graphic Services
  - SALUM - Alumni & Community Relations
    - SALUMACT - Alumni Activities
  - SWMU - WKMU Radio
    - SWMURAD - WKMU FM Radio
  - SDPFO - Development Pending
    - SDEVPEND - Development Pending
  - SDEV - University Development
    - SSADEV - University Development
    - SDVALRCD - ZZZ-Dev/Alumni Records
    - SDONOREL - ZZZ-Donor Relations
    - SORPFDN - ZZZ-Corp/Fin/PG
    - SCONSTIT - ZZZ-constituent Relations
    - SANNUALF - ZZZ-Annual Fund
    - SUNVRE - University Relations
  - SCAFF - VC for Academic Affairs
    - SRTNS - Student Success
      - SENRICH - Student Enrichment
    - SUMSLNOW - UMSL Nights Online Weekends
    - SNEWSTU - New Student Programs
    - SUTUTOR - University Tutoring Center
    - SASCESS - Access to Success
    - SSTURTNS - Student Retention Services
    - SPROCOLL - Precollegiate Program
    - SMULTICU - Multicultural Student Services
  - SENRL - Enrollment Management
    - SWELCOME - Welcome Center
    - STSTUFIN - Student Financial Aid
    - SSOCHOLAR - Scholarships
    - SREGISTR - Registration & Degree Audit
    - SADMIS - Admissions
    - STRSVS - Transfer Services
    - SOUTRCH - Outreach Education Centers
  - SSSW - School of Social Work
    - SSSOCWORK - Social Work
  - SONLINE - Online Ed
    - SCOIT - Center for Teaching & Learning
    - SONLION - Online Education
  - SCEFC - ZZZ-Ctr Excel Financial Couns
  - SPPRC - ZZZ-Office of Public Policy
    - SDEANPPA - ZZZ-Dean-School Public Policy
  - SFAC - ZZZ-College of Fine Arts & Com
    - SMEDIA - Media Studies
    - SGALLERY - ZZZ-Gallery 210
    - SDEAFAC - Dean-College Fine Arts & Comm
    - STHTRCNG - ZZZ-Theater & Dance
  - SPTAF - Vice Provost Student Affairs
    - SSHCDAS - Health, Counseling, DAS
    - SSUCCEED - SUCCEED Program
    - CSUCCEED - ZZZ-SUCCEED Program
SAASINNOV - ZZZ-Innovation
SAASJRSCI - ZZZ-Junior Science
SAASLABOR - ZZZ-Labor Studies
SAASMATHPR - ZZZ-Math Programs
SAASMICROS - ZZZ-Microcomputing
SAASSPECPR - ZZZ-Special Programs
SCEFARTS - ZZZ-Fine Arts
SAIRSCI - ZZZ-Air Science
SMLSCIE - Military & Veteran Studies
SGERONT - Gerontology
SPSYCTR - Center for Trauma Recovery
SASSACAD - Academic Advising, Arts & Scie
SCACEN - Child Advocacy Center
SANTHROP - Anthropology
SBIOLOGY - Biology
SCHEMIST - Chemistry
SCRM&CJ - Criminology & Criminal Justice
SEDEANAAS - Dean of Arts & Sciences
SECONOMI - Economics
SENGLISH - English
SPFORLANG - Language & Cultural Studies
SISHISTORY - History
SICTRIG - Harris World Ecology Center
SWGSTU - Program in Gender Studies
SMATH&CS - Mathematics & Computer Science
SPHILOSO - Philosophy
SPHYASTR - Physics and Astronomy
SPOGSCI - Political Science
SPSYCHOL - Dept of Psychological Science
SPSYNSERV - Psychological Services
SSOCIOLO - Sociology
SACDE - ZZZ-Center for Academic Develop
SACF - VC Academic Affairs
SCTREFC - Ctr for Excel Financial Couns
SACADDEV - Center for Academic Developmen
SSHEARIN - Sue Shear Institute
SEDEANEVE - Dean Evening College
SETHETICS - Center for Ethics Public Life
SCEOATC - Computer Education & Training
SPERARTS - Performing Arts Operations
SCONTEDU - VC-Acad Affairs CE & Outreach
SCHOCOD - Connect Human Origin & Cul Div
SCOLABTV - Des Lee Collaborative
SBRTFPRK - ZZZ-Business ResearchTechPark
SVACACCA - VC Academic Affairs
SBUSB - College of Business Administr
SLOSHIH - Executive Leadership Institute
SBUSCE - Continuing Business Education
SBUSSUM - Summer Session Instruction
SBUSSUMMER - Summer
SBUSRES - Research
SBUSMKT - Marketing
SBUSMKTING - Marketing Area
SBUSMIS - Mgmt Info Systems Area
SBUSMI - Mgmt Info Systems Area
SBUSMAN - Management
SBUSMANAG - Management Area
SBUSLDM - Supply Chain Mgmt & Analytics
SBUSLOMAN - Supply Chain Mgmt & Analytics
SBUSINS - Instruction Other
SBUSB - International Bus Inst
SBUSBIBN - International Business Inst.
SBUSGEN - CoBA General
SBUSGNER - CoBA General
SBUSFIN - Finance
SBUSFINAN - Finance Area
SBUSACC - Accounting
SBUSACCTG - Accounting Area
SCTRBIS - Center for Bus & Ind Studies
SBUSGRAD - Graduate Related Activities
SBUSFUND - Gift and Scholarships
SBUSGFT - Gift Accounts